In this paper, dynamic economic dispatch model is proposed for power systems with bulk wind power integration. The wind turbine generators are assumed to partially undertake the spinning reserve for the thermal generator. A double-layer optimization model is proposed. The outer layer use the differential evolution to search for the power output of thermal generators, and the inner layer use the primal-dual interior point method to solve the OPF of the established output state. Finally, the impact of spinning reserve with wind power on power system operating is validated.
Introduction
The wind power is a kind of clean and sustainable energy source. However, considering the stochastic and intermittent properties, bulk integration of wind farms to the power systems may yield various problems to security and stability. To guarantee the reliability of power supply, reserve capacity as much as installed capacity of the wind power is necessary, which limited the development of wind power. At the mean time, there is a new challenge brought by randomness of wind power. It is difficult for existing wind speed forecasting technology to meet the reliability and accuracy requirement for traditional power generation plan.
To reduce the effects of wind power instability, many researches were proposed in the field of prediction accuracy of wind speed and spinning reserve of wind power. Reference [1] - [3] proposed advanced prediction method, which the root mean square error of wind power prediction is between 10% and 20%. Reference [4] discussed the traditional calculation of reserve capacity which is easy to application. But it is not optimal considering economy and reliability. Reference [5] apply the optimization algorithm to calculate the optimal spinning reserve required and balance the reliability and economy of generators' outage, prediction deviation of load and wind power. Reference [6] [7] considered the spinning reserve cost and set the objective function as minimum total cost of generation and operation. Reference [8] [9] calculated the reserve capacity by using the reliability requirement of probability distributions of load and wind power prediction error. But it is not safe and economic for thermal power unit to supply spinning reserve considering the energy cost, efficiency, and the ramp speed.
The article applied the spinning reserve model for wind farm to reducing the capacity demand of system security. Based on spinning reserve model, the wind power system optimal scheduling considering wind turbines was established. The calculating result was compared with that reserve model ignored. Interior point nested differential evolution method was applied to solve the dynamic economic dispatch considering security constraints.
Wind Farm Spinning Reserve Model

Wind Farm Output Optimal Control Strategy
A new optimal method to achieve complementary spare between multiple wind farms is presented which can meet the requirement of high dimensions and multitasking scheduling. The method is expressed as follows:
where D is number of wind farms; ( ) ( )
where, ( )
f e is density function of reserve requirement and
f e is density function of predictive.
And reserve capacity can be determined by preassigned credibility α .
where, α is the lower confidence bound; t R + and t R − represent upper and lower bound of reserve capacity.
DED for Wind Power System
During researching the DED of wind power system, making wind power scheduling should be the first step which means that we should consider the wind farm power output first. 
Objective Function
where, max W P represent the maximum available output of wind farm at hour t;
( ) w P t is maximum available output of wind turbine at hour t; K w is effective coefficient; N w is number of wind turbines for wind farm. 
Constraints of Conventional Unit
where, P imax and P imin represent the output limitation of generator i; P idown and P iup represent the ramp rate limitation; X ion (t) and X ioff (t) represent the cumulative time of running and outage for generator i at hour t. T ion and T ioff represent the minimum bound of running and outage cumulative time. where, ( ) L P t is total load at hour t; P loss is power net loss; nb is the number of branches; m and k are heading node number of branch; V k and θ k are node voltage; S mk is branch power; S mkmax is branch power limitation.
Constraints of System Security
Constraints of Wind Spinning Reserve
Constraints of wind power spinning reserve consist of wind farm output optimal method and reserve capacity calculation which can be described by Equations (1)-(6).
Solution Method
Differential Evolution algorithm is a randomized parallel search algorithm while interior-point method is suitable for solving convex optimization problem. The paper apply interior-point nested differential evolution method to solve the dynamic economic dispatch problem. The steps are as follow.
Step 1. Set related coefficients of differential evolution algorithm;
Step 2. Initial group, each individual can be regard as a solution to the DED problem which consist with power output of thermal generators in the scheduling cycle; and initial group can calculate as follow.
( )
where, r s is a [0,1] uniform distribution random number.
Step 3. Using interior-point method to solve the OPF for each single individual.
Step 4. Evaluate the fitness value of each individual.
Step 5. Set the iteration number k + 1;
Step 6. Variation, generate variate individual.
( ) 
where, ( ) rand j is random number between [0,1]; and C R is corssover probability;
Step 8. Using interior-point method to solve OPF with n i u to be the initial value, and evaluate the fitness.
Step 9. Select the next generation according to the greedy method.
Step 10. Loop over all these individuals and k = k + 1. If k is less than iteration limitation, turn to step5;
Step 11. Output the optimal solution in group.
Numerical Examples
Text on the IEEE-RTS24 buses system with two wind farms of 200 MW connected in node 8 and 17. Parameters of generators and load are shown in [10] [11] . Wind speed data adopts from the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI) history data in 24 hours [12] . Spinning reserve cost coefficient is set to 20$/MWh [13] . Assume that base load is allocated to 22 and 23 nodes in the context of priority scheduling wind power. As for differential evolution algorithm, population size set to 20, maximum evolution is 10, zoom factor is 0.75 and crossover probability factor is set to 1.
The paper analyses the influence of spinning reserve constraint to dynamic economic dispatch by separate the problem to six situations. 
Conclusions
The paper proposed the DED model considering constraints of security and spinning reserve. Differential evolution algorithm and interior-point method are employed to analyses the influence of wind farm spinning reserve to power system operating scheduling. 1) After considering security and system spinning reserve constraints, the economic dispatch cost increases which better conforms to the wind power system actual operating rule. 2) Compared to the largest output mode, it will decrease the system spinning reserve cost to limit the output of wind farms and employ the wind farm spinning reserve.
3) It will reduce the abandon volume of wind, save system reserve capacity and increase the efficiency of the system operating while considering wind farm spinning reserve.
